A recently developed theory that formulates the phenomena of inelastic transport and current-driven dynamics in molecular-scale electronics within a time-dependent scattering approach is extended to account for dissipation of the current-induced excitation through coupling to electrode phonons and electron-hole pairs. Our approach treats the electronic transport, the nuclear dynamics, and the energy and phase exchange between the electronic and the vibrational subspaces in the course of the inelastic scattering event within the Schrödinger picture, whereas the dissipation of the energy deposited in the nuclear modes is accounted for within a density matrix approach. Subsequent to formulation of the theory in terms of population relaxation and phase decoherence rates, we develop approaches for computing these rates, treating on equal footing the dissipation due to excitation of electron-hole pairs and that due to the interaction with phonons. Finally, we test the derived rates by application to the model problem of CO adsorbed on metal surfaces, an example that has been extensively studied previously and for which several experimental results are available for comparison. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2977954͔
I. BACKGROUND
The growing body of experimental literature pertaining to current-induced excitation of single molecules [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] has triggered much theoretical work to understand the interaction between a tunneling current and molecular degrees of freedom. 10, 12, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Although most of this research focused on the excitation of a one-dimensional ͑1D͒ harmonic vibration, the interest in large amplitude motions, including rotation, isomerization, torsion, desorption, and reaction, has been pointed out. In particular, Ref. 25 proposed the application of inelastic current to make new forms of molecular machines with the desired property of being individually driven in the dry state. The large amplitude nuclear motion has been understood in terms of similar qualitative physics to that examined in the field of desorption induced by electronic transitions. 18, 27, 28 Excitation in the nuclear subspace results from scattering involving electronic resonance states of the complete molecule plus electrode system. The nature of the electronic resonances corresponds to temporary localization of the scattering charge on the molecule, yielding either a purely ionic or possibly a core excited state, 29 which decays within a finite lifetime. The localization of an additional charge on the molecule modifies the potential energy surface experienced by the nuclei, resulting in differences in the topology between the resonant state and the initial state potential energy surfaces. Given sufficient displacement of the minima of these surfaces, substantial evolution of the nuclei can occur before complete decay to the ground state, and energy is transferred to the nuclear degrees of freedom. This qualitative picture has been recently cast into a scattering formalism, which rigorously incorporates the electrode selfenergies-the physical origin of the finite lifetime of the resonances-and allows for calculation of the rate of excitation produced by individually scattered electrons. 26 While the vibrational modes of the molecule can be substantially excited by resonant tunneling current, several experimental studies of molecules adsorbed on metallic surfaces have also demonstrated the efficiency with which the vibrational excitation energy can be lost to substrate degrees of freedom. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] For the well-studied system of CO adsorbed on metal surfaces, for instance, it has been shown that the C-O stretch vibration decays on a time scale of picoseconds, 33, 35 comparable to the time scale of motion of the current-driven nanomachine of Ref. 36 . Given the possible competitive overlap between the time scales of currentinduced excitation and vibrational relaxation, it is pertinent to account for internal relaxation within a complete theory of current-driven dynamics in junctions. Consideration of energy transfer both to and from the molecule also allows for understanding and hence prediction and control of undesired effects, such as heating or device failure in the molecular electronics context. Furthermore, since most junctions are asymmetric, heating of one electrode in preference to the other may be expected and could lead to temperature rectification, 37 a problem of substantial current interest in its own right. Finally, internal relaxation has the desired effect of preventing intermode energy transfer, hence allowing mode-selective chemistry. In the gas phase, mode-selective excitation has been a goal since the early days of laser chemistry, but rapid intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution generally prevents its realization. It is thus pertinent to ascertain the relative rates of intramolecular energy transfer and vibrational relaxation. Dissipation of vibrational excitation in adsorbed molecules may arise from two sources, namely, coupling to the phonons of the electrodes and to the extended electronic states of the complete system. Therefore, in order to account for energy and phase exchange within the open molecule plus electrodes system, we need to address both the coupling of the molecule to the electrode phonons [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] and the generation of electron-hole pairs. [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] As has been pointed out in previous work, the degree of contribution of these mechanisms to the overall rate of molecular energy relaxation will differ dependent on the surface material as well as the frequency of the excited molecular mode͑s͒. 45, 46 For metallic substrates, modes positioned far from the Debye frequency ͑greater than four to five times D ͒ are anticipated to relax via electron-hole pair generation since phonon coupling would require a large number of phonons resulting in long lifetimes. 57 For lower frequencies ͑less than twice D ͒, electron-hole pair mechanisms are generally expected to yield a minor contribution and the process is expected to be phonon dominated. 40, 41, 46, 49 Beyond the simple limits given above, it is generally not known a priori which mechanism will dominate, and therefore it is important to handle both on equal footing. 58 We do not intend to review here all of the contributions made to evaluating rates of relaxation at solid surfaces, but summarize a few examples in an attempt to provide context for the methods developed below. Calculations of the rate of relaxation due to phonon coupling have relied on the assumption of the harmonic approximation for substrate motions, while the description of the coupling between the phonon modes and the molecular vibrations has been treated either empirically [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] 45, 59, 60 or by direct ab initio calculation. 43 The lowest order model to describe relaxation invokes a bilinear approximation, where the interaction potential is expanded to an expression linear in both molecular and phonon coordinates. 61 Typically this restricts one to a harmonic treatment of the molecular vibrations, but recently this approach has been generalized within a supersymmetric creation/annihilation operator formalism, which allows for going beyond the harmonic approximation. 62, 63 In the case of a Morse potential model, the interaction naturally allows for nonlinear dependence on the molecular coordinates and calculations based on this form have been successful in replicating experimental linewidths. 41 One disadvantage of this approach is that it focuses exclusively on a single molecular coordinate in the relaxation process. Depending on the system, coupling to low frequency molecular vibrations can be important for understanding measured rates. 43 In what follows, we will find the Morse potential model useful for the scenarios of relevance to the present work, allowing semiquantitative agreement with experimental data along with qualitative insight.
Classical electrodynamic calculations have shown that as a molecule approaches a metal surface, nonradiative excitations become increasingly important, with the contribution from electron-hole pair excitation playing a predominant role. 52, 64 Several quantum mechanical descriptions of the process of electron-hole pair generation have used variants of the charge fluctuation model, whose origin is the Anderson Hamiltonian. 53, 55, 56 Within this framework the interaction between the resonant scatterer and the nuclei is considered within a diabatic picture, where the dependence of the resonance position on the nuclear coordinates is approximated as linear. Thus, as the molecule vibrates, a molecular resonance positioned near the Fermi energy level will fluctuate, resulting in dynamic charge transfer between the molecule and the substrate. For our present purpose the charge fluctuation model serves as a useful simple limit, but a more complete description of the coupling to electron-hole pair excitation is necessary. The approach we develop to that end is based on direct calculation of the nonadiabatic matrix elements responsible for decay, similar to the approach of Refs. 47-50, but based on a nonequilibrium Green function ͑NEGF͒ formalism that allows incorporation of the proper open system boundary conditions.
In the following sections we extend our formalism of current-driven dynamics in molecular junctions 25, 26 to account for vibrational relaxation and decoherence due to the electrodes and develop the necessary tools for numerical realization of the extended theory. In Sec. II A we formulate the relaxation of the vibrational modes starting from the full Liouville space of the junction. In Secs. II B and II C, we develop specific models for energy relaxation via coupling to electrode phonons and to electron-hole pair excitation, respectively. Our description of relaxation to phonons follows the approach of Ref. 59 in considering the Morse potential model for the interaction between the substrate phonons and a 1D model of the molecule vibration with respect to the surface. In order to account for relaxation due to electronhole pair excitation, we introduce a new approach that is consistent with our calculation of the electronic transport through junctions 65 as well as with our scattering description of the current-induced vibrational excitation. 26 In Sec. III we test our methods by application to several well-studied systems, namely, CO adsorbed onto Ni, Cu, and Pt metallic surfaces, and compare our results with the previous literature. The final section briefly concludes. In a forthcoming publication we combine the theory of current-driven dynamics of Ref. 26 and the relaxation rates of Secs. II B and II C with the density matrix approach of Sec. II A to revisit the problems of current-driven molecular machines and scanning tunneling microscope ͑STM͒-induced desorption.
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II. THEORY
A. Dissipative dynamics
We consider a molecule in contact with two conducting electrodes and subject to an external bias voltage as well as to the dissipative effects of the electrode carriers and phonons. The complete Hamiltonian is expressed in the generic form,
where H S , the system Hamiltonian, accounts for the coherent evolution of the vibrational states, H R , the bath Hamiltonian, is specified below, and H S-R describes the interaction of the molecule with the bath. As discussed in Sec. I, the systembath interaction in the present context consists of the coupling of the excited vibration with electron-hole pairs and with phonons of the solid, H S-R = H S-R e-h + H S-R pho . The system + bath dynamics is described by the full statistical operator W͑t͒ that evolves according to the quantum Liouville equation,
where ប = 1 throughout this text. Taking the trace of Eq. ͑2͒ with respect to the bath states results in an equation of motion for the reduced statistical operator ͑t͒ describing the system density,
is not closed under the evolution of the reduced system density operator and the manipulation of the second term to eliminate W͑t͒ represents a major thrust of research on the formulation of dissipative processes. Here one seeks to develop, through formal manipulations and reasonable approximations, an expression of the form
where we have adopted a Liouville space notation and introduced two superoperators: a system Liouvillian L S and a dissipative superoperator D. The double ket notation is used to distinguish vectors in the extended Liouville space from Hilbert space kets. The first term in Eq. ͑4͒ describes the Hamiltonian evolution, L S ͉͗O͘͘ = ͓H S , O͔, where O is an operator in Hilbert space and a vector in Liouville space. The second term is the dissipative contribution to the evolution of the density operator and accounts for the irreversible processes of decoherence and population relaxation of the system as it interacts with the bath. 61 Zwanzig and Nakajima 66, 67 have introduced a partitioning technique that provides the necessary bridge between Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑4͒. In the Appendix we explicitly show how their method can be applied within the Liouville space formalism to obtain the Redfield theory for dissipative processes, 61 which we adopt here to describe the interaction between the molecular vibrational states and the bath. Two approximations invoked within the Redfield theory are the assumption of a weak interaction between the bath and the vibrational system of the molecule, which allows for truncation of a perturbative series in their mutual interaction, H S-B , and application of the Markov approximation. The latter approximation entails the assumption that, for the system and bath under consideration, the time scale of decay of the bath correlations is much faster than any of the system time scales. The applicability of this approximation to dynamics at surfaces has recently been questioned 68 and provides a theme of ongoing research.
Previous work by several groups, ourselves included, on other system-bath problems has illustrated the usefulness of the Bloch model, wherein only relaxation matrix elements corresponding to population transfer ͑ 1 = 2 , 3 = 4 ͒ and decoherence ͑ 1 2 , 1 = 3 , 2 = 4 ͒ are retained. The Bloch model has the merits of simplicity and transparency and is expected to be valid for anharmonic systems. 61 In the Bloch limit the populations evolve as
and the coherences as
͑6͒
Using Eq. ͑A10͒ in Eq. ͑A9͒, we express the rate of evolution of the populations as
where the 2⌫ 3 1 , 1 3 can now be interpreted as transition rates from ͉ 3 ͘ to ͉ 1 ͘, and likewise the 2⌫ 1 3 , 3 1 give the transition rates from ͉ 1 ͘ to ͉ 3 ͘. Similarly, the evolution of the coherence terms is described through
where the first two terms in brackets describe decoherence that accompanies population relaxation and are due to inelastic processes, whereas the final two terms account for elastic interactions with the bath that damp the coherences, leaving intact the populations. 69 Given the equations of motion for the populations and coherences, the essential ingredient to the solution of the quantum Liouville equation at any given approximation is thus a realistic yet numerically tractable expression for the system-bath interaction, which determines the transition rates defining the damping matrices and the relaxation matrix. Sections II B and II C develop expressions for the transition rates due to excitation of electrode phonons and of electron-hole pairs, respectively. These rates, together with the current-driven rates derived in Ref. 26 , are used as input in the solution of the Liouville equation. The former obey detailed balance, whereas the latter form a unidirectional source term that drives population to vibrationally excited and continuum states via a resonant intermediate.
B. Interaction with phonons
Our interest in this subsection is in large amplitude motion of the molecular moiety, including rotation, dissociation, and reaction. Therefore, whereas the lattice atoms are expected to be well described within the harmonic approximation, a similar constraint cannot be imposed on the molecular Hamiltonian. Here we use a similar approach to that developed in Refs. 59 and 60 to treat thermal desorption and in Ref. 45 to compare thermal excitation to molecular relaxation. Accordingly, the total Hamiltonian is re-expressed by separating out the phonon bath Hamiltonian as
where the same notation is used as in the Appendix for the bath average, ͗¯͘ R . The first term in Eq. ͑9͒ is the phonon bath Hamiltonian. The second term describes the evolution of the system subject to a mean field Hamiltonian that accounts for the phonon bath in an average sense, serving as an effective system Hamiltonian. The final term describes the interaction of the phonon bath with the system through fluctuations about the thermal average. Explicitly, the bath Hamiltonian is given as
where labels the normal modes of the solid, is the mode frequency, and b † and b are the corresponding ladder operators.
In order to proceed we require a specific form of the interaction between the electrode phonons and the vibrational modes of the molecule-surface system. Several of the systems encountered in our studies of current-driven dynamics in molecular junctions and in STM environments can be approximated as 1D motion of the molecular moiety perpendicular to a surface. A notable example of considerable current experimental interest is the case of a current-driven nano-oscillator inspired by metal-fullerene-metal junctions. 36 STM-driven desorption may be properly approximated in a similar fashion in certain situations, depending on the electronic structure of the neutral and ionic molecular states. Low dimensionality models are generally successful in describing current-driven events due to the relatively rapid relaxation, which allows energy transfer at most among a restricted subset of strongly coupled modes within the vibrational lifetime. 25 As the molecule undergoes vibration against the surface, it will predominantly displace the surface atoms directly below it. Thus, a convenient zero order model for the interaction of the molecule with the surface is a 1D Morse potential,
where z is the displacement of the molecule, perpendicular to the surface, from its equilibrium position z 0 , and u is similarly the 1D displacement of a surface atom from its equilibrium position u 0 . For this specific form, the thermal average can be carried out analytically to yield 59,70
where
The mean field potential is thus of the Morse form, with parameters given as the thermal averages of the bare potential counterparts.
Within this formulation, coupling to phonons is introduced by decomposing the motion of the surface atom in terms of the normal modes of the solid,
where N is the number of atoms in the electrode, M is the mass of a substrate atom, and ជ is the polarization of the normal mode. Using Eq. ͑13͒ in Eq. ͑11͒, we express the rate of transitions between vibrational states in Eq. ͑A10͒ as
where the general notation of Eq. ͑7͒ has been specialized as 3 = and 1 = in both terms. Explicit expressions for the F i , i =1,2,3 and the model parameters c i are given in Table   I . Similarly, for the pure decoherence 69 terms we find
where the coefficients are given in Table I . The bath correlation function in Eq. ͑14͒ is given as
where n͑͒ is the thermal occupation of a normal mode of frequency and we introduced the spectral density of the electrode phonons,
͑17͒
Using Eqs. ͑14͒-͑16͒, we can proceed to calculate the rates of relaxation either by expanding the exponential in a power series of the bath correlation function or by applying additional constraints on the time behavior of the correlation function, such that the multiphonon rate to all orders of the correlation function is obtained directly.
C. Excitation of electron-hole pairs
As discussed in Sec. I, the published literature provides valuable insights regarding the description of vibrational relaxation of excited adsorbates on metal surfaces due to the excitation of electron-hole pairs. [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] Our goal in the present section is to develop an approach that ͑i͒ is applicable to molecular junctions, where the electronic continua are subject to open system boundary conditions, ͑ii͒ is fully ab initio, including no empirical parameters, and ͑iii͒ is commensurate with our calculation of the conductance 36, 65 and our treatment of the vibrational dynamics. 26 To that end we use the machinery of the NEGF formalism, as discussed below.
The transition rates in Eq. ͑A10͒ that are due to interaction of the molecule with the electron-hole reservoir can be expressed, within the golden rule approximation, in terms of the matrix elements of the kinetic coupling operator H S-R e-h in the vibronic basis,
where m is the reduced mass for the molecular motion, ͉␣͘ = ͉␣͉͘͘, the ͉͘ are the vibrational eigenstates of Sec. II A, and the ͉␣͘ are the eigenstates of the complete electronic Hamiltonian h e in the adiabatic representation. Given an expression for the ͗␣Ј͉H S-R e-h ͉␣͘, the required state-tostate transition rates are given as
where an additional factor of 2 is included to account for both spin polarizations of the electron, the f i ͑E͒ and f f ͑E͒ are Fermi distribution functions corresponding to the initial and final electrodes, respectively, ⑀ are the vibrational eigenenergies, and ⑀ ␣ is the eigenvalue of the electronic Hamiltonian corresponding to eigenstate ͉␣͘, h e ͉␣͘ = ⑀ ␣ ͉␣͘. We first consider the second term in Eq. ͑18͒ and compute the matrix elements of ‫ץ‬ / ‫ץ‬Q in the electronic basis. To that end we introduce an orthonormal basis of localized eigenstates denoted ͕͉r͖͘ and specified below. A similar observation to that of Refs. 47 
Our use of an orthonormal set, and our construction of electronic continua that obey the correct boundary conditions, however, avoids several of the approximations of the previous literature. The sum on the left hand side of Eq. ͑20͒ can be rearranged as
with which the matrix element of interest, ͗␣Ј͉d / dQ͉␣͘ in Eq. ͑18͒, assumes the form
where SЈ denotes the derivative of the overlap matrix between the basis vectors. In the second equality of Eq. ͑22͒, we denoted by c ␣ the vector of elements ͗r ͉ ␣͘ and introduced the matrix representation of the electronic Hamiltonian h e in the orthonormal basis ͕͉r͖͘. Given that
the first term in Eq. ͑22͒ is small as compared to the second.
In what follows we use as an expansion basis set ͕͉r͖͘ the complete set of eigenstates of the sub-Hamiltonian corresponding to the scattering region of the junction, see Fig. 1 . These states were introduced in the context of conductance calculations through molecular junctions within open system formulations 71 and have served as an instructive interpretation tool in studies of molecular junctions. 36 In brief, the infinitely long ͑−ϱϽz Ͻϱ in Fig. 1͒ junction is partitioned into two asymptotic regions in which the effect of the molecular moiety is screened, and a scattering domain, which consists of the molecule and the portion of the electrodes where its effect is non-negligible. The spatial extent of the scattering region is determined through the continuity requirement. In the context of electronic transport, the set of eigenstates of the Hamiltonian corresponding to the scattering region was found to correspond to the transmission peaks, thus providing a useful tool for the analysis of the conductance. For our present purpose these states make a natural basis for the representation of the junction, since they form a complete orthonormal set and since they contain the coupling to the asymptotic continua as well as the effects of the bias voltage. It is important to note that the ͉r͘ are defined over a finite subspace, whereas the electronic Hamiltonian spans from −ϱ to ϱ along the junction axis. For the purpose of representing the Q-derivative of the electronic Hamiltonian, however, the ͕͉r͖͘ provide an appropriate basis, since the coordinate dependence of the electronic Hamiltonian is limited to the scattering region. Neglecting the first term of Eq. ͑22͒ as compared to the second, we thus have
where ⑀ r are the eigenvalues of the scattering region subHamiltonian. Thus, within the approximation of Eq. ͑22͒ by its second term, we have that the use of the ͕͉r͖͘ representation formulates the Q-dependence of the electronic matrix elements in terms of the derivatives of the scattering region eigenvalues. For the case of the C 60 transistor of Ref. 36 , the Q-dependence of the ⑀ r is found by direct numerical calculation to be weak over the range of motion of relevance.
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For this example, therefore, the electronic matrix element is weakly dependent on nuclear coordinate and the approximation
is acceptable. Equation ͑25͒ is expected to be valid more generally where the vibrational motion is small amplitude. In the cases where it fails, the integral on the left-hand side of Eq. ͑25͒ is performed numerically. Within the same approximation the first term of Eq. ͑18͒ is negligible with respect to the second, and the nonadiabatic matrix element in question is given by Eq. ͑25͒. Using Eq. ͑19͒, we have
where, in the second equality, we made use of the energy conservation to write the energy difference ⑀ ␣ − ⑀ ␣ Ј in terms of the vibrational energy spacing
Computationally it is convenient to re-express Eq. ͑26͒ in terms of projected densities of electronic states as
where we invoked the assumption of isolated resonances and i,͑f͒ ͑r͒ ͑E͒ is the density of electronic states in the initial ͑final͒ continuum, projected onto the resonance orbital ͉r͘,
͑28͒
Our method of computing the ͑r͒ ͑E͒ from the density matrix obtained within the density functional theory NEGF approach is described in Refs. 65 and 72.
It is instructive to consider a simple limit of Eq. ͑27͒, which generates useful insight and serves to tie our formulation to previous studies of the problem of vibrational relaxation. To that end we consider the limit of zero temperature, where the Fermi functions reduce to step functions, f͑E͒ → ⌰͑E͒, hence restricting the integral to the E F − ⌬ → E F range. Assuming further that the motion can be approximated as a 1D harmonic oscillator, one can express the nuclear matrix element ͉͗d / dQ͉͘ in Eq. ͑27͒ analytically and is restricted to Ϯ 1. Since we are interested in vibrational relaxation we take ͉͘ to be one quanta lower than the initial state, which yields
where ⍀ is the frequency of the vibrational mode of interest and n is the number of vibrational quanta in the state ͉͘. Thus, in the combined limits of linear ⑀ r ͑Q͒, isolated resonances, zero temperature, and 1D harmonic vibration, our formulation reduces to the result of Ref. 53 , derived within the charge oscillating model.
III. RELAXATION RATES: CO ON METALLIC SURFACES
In order to test the methods developed in Secs. II B and II C, we consider several prototypical systems that have been extensively studied in the context of vibrational relaxation. Specifically, we investigate the energy relaxation due to phonon excitation and to electron-hole pair generation for vibrationally excited CO adsorbed on three different metal surfaces: Ni͑111͒, Cu͑111͒, and Pt͑111͒. The focus of our attention is the center of mass translation of the molecule, i.e., the CO-metal stretch. Our choice of system is designed to take advantage of the wealth of literature available for binding energies, substrate phonon spectra, and rates of energy dissipation for these systems. Comparison is made between our results and experimental linewidths of IR spectra, in order to substantiate our confidence in the ability of our methods to yield qualitative relaxation rates. It is important to stress, however, that our goal in this work is not to develop a new method for computation of accurate relaxation rates but rather to develop a complete approach for description of current-driven dynamics in junctions that is compatible with, but goes beyond, our previous formalism, 25, 26 by accounting for vibrational relaxation. Thus, we do not allow for contributions to linewidth broadening such as pure decoherence and the inhomogeneity of the sample. In all of our calculations, the Morse potential, Eq. ͑11͒, was used with the parameters listed in Table II , and the eigenfunctions were obtained by diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in a discrete variable representation. 79 Before discussing the calculation of the phonon energy relaxation contributions, we comment on the validity of the 1D description. Measurements for CO on metal surfaces have shown that for the on-top bonding site, the frustrated translations and rotations are close in energy, resulting in only three classes of molecular vibrations aside from the CO stretch ͑2069-2100 cm −1 ͒: 76,80-82 the metal-CO stretch ͑345-475 cm −1 ͒, 73, 77, 80 the CO frustrated rotations ͑281-410 cm −1 ͒, [80] [81] [82] and the CO frustrated translations ͑32-48.5 cm −1 ͒. 81, [83] [84] [85] Of these modes only the latter two are lower in energy than the molecule-metal stretch vibration and comparison of the frustrated translational quantum with the metal-molecule stretch rules out this contribution to the decay rate. The frequency of the frustrated translation motion is approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the metal stretch, and hence relaxation through excitation of this mode would involve the exchange of a large number of quanta and consequently has a low probability. By contrast, the frustrated rotations are comparable in frequency to the molecule-metal stretch frequencies, differing from the latter by 50-100 cm −1 , and relaxation through their excitation would only require excitation of a single substrate phonon to conserve energy. From the experimental literature for CO on Ni, Cu, and Pt, it seems unlikely that a single substrate phonon process can explain the apparently strong dependence of the linewidths on the substrate material. The remaining possibility, and the one considered in this paper, is direct coupling between the metal-CO stretch and the substrate phonons. The use of a coupling term which only explicitly includes the coordinates of a single surface atom is acceptable to zero order when one considers the large radii mismatch of the transition state metals in comparison with the CO molecule. At an on-top bonding site, the distortions of the surface caused by the CO-metal vibration should primarily affect the metal atom directly below the molecule. Taken together, these arguments suggest that CO on transition metals is an acceptable model system for testing our phonon coupling method, as developed in Sec. II B. For our purpose of describing the dissipation of current-driven dynamics in junctions, however, the 1D approximation is better suited than for this test study.
Proceeding to determine the rates of vibrational relaxation through coupling to phonons, we consider first the evaluation of the time integral in Eq. ͑14͒. Direct calculation of the Fourier transform of the exponentiated correlation function is numerically difficult, but expansion of the exponential in powers of the bath correlation function is rapidly converging and provides better insight into the relaxation mechanism. The series is thus truncated after a finite number of terms, hence accounting for a finite number of interchangeable phonons between the system and the bath ͓with the ͗u͑t͒u͘ n term describing the creation or annihilation of n bath phonons͔. Each term in the summation over n is calculated individually and the number of terms required is determined by the nature of the process described. In the present study, the series was truncated after the four phonon term, n = 4, allowing for relaxation of vibrations up to four times the Debye frequency. For the temperatures and systems considered, the expansion of the exponential is found to be dominated by the minimum number phonon process required for a given frequency in relationship to the material Debye frequency D . Thus, the single phonon process term in the summation dominates the rate for frequencies below D , whereas the n-phonon term dominated the rate for frequencies between ͑n −1͒ D and n D .
Solving for the expansion terms as outlined above assumes that the bath correlation function continues to oscillate indefinitely, without further relaxation within the bath caused by anharmonic coupling between bath modes. The applicability of such a model becomes questionable when one considers time scales over which the surface phonon modes undergo decay to bulk vibrations. This secondary relaxation within the bath modes can be addressed by ascribing a finite lifetime to the phonon mode that couples with the system vibration. One way of accounting for the finite lifetime of the surface phonon modes, found useful in Ref. 59 , is to phenomenologically multiply the bath correlation function in Eq. ͑14͒ by an exponential decay term e −t/ . With this modification, the integrand decays exponentially at the surface mode lifetime . For further discussion of the finite lifetime result, we refer the reader to Refs. 59 and 60.
Relaxation rates for finite bath phonon lifetimes of = 0.05 ps ͑dashed͒, 0.5 ps ͑dotted͒, 5.0 ps ͑dot-dashed͒, and for infinite lifetime ͑solid͒ are shown in Fig. 2 for CO on Cu at 10 K. In all of the calculations shown in Fig. 2 , we have used a Debye density of phonon states with a Cu-surface Debye temperature of 190 K. 86 The shortest two lifetimes considered in Fig. 2, = 0 .05 and 0.5 ps, are unphysical ͑as they would negate the existence of surface phonon modes͒ In what follows, we thus restrict our attention to the longer lifetime and the infinite lifetime limit. The discontinuities in the infinite lifetime curve arise from our use of a cutoff frequency to describe the phonon bath. A vibrational mode of frequency exceeding the Debye frequency can only relax via a multiphonon process, whereas modes of frequency below D decay via the much more efficient single phonon process. The general result is the formation of boundaries as one climbs the vibrational levels of the Morse oscillator such that below the boundary, a vibrational quanta requires a higher phonon process than above the boundary. In particular, the transition from v =5 to v =4 requires three substrate phonons, while the transition from v =7 to v = 6 requires only two phonons and is thus appreciably more efficient, leading to a discontinuity at v = 7. Similarly the discontinuity at v = 15 results from a transition from a two-phonon to a one-phonon process. As expected, the discontinuities are smoothed when the finite lifetime of the surface modes is accounted for. Figure 3 considers the role played by the spectral density used to describe the phonon bath in Eq. ͑16͒. Shown is a comparison of relaxation rates of CO on Cu at 10 K obtained within the Debye model, and rates determined through a numerical spectral density, computed through a continued fraction technique. 87 The former approach assumes, as above, a Debye temperature of 190 K and applies the infinite lifetime model. The latter uses a parametrized set of force constants to describe nearest neighbor and next nearest neighbor interactions in the copper solid and therefore properly accounts for the presence of the surface. As shown in Fig. 3 , although the underlying spectral densities are qualitatively different, the v → v − 1 transition rates that they yield are encouragingly similar. In particular, for the v =1→ v = 0 transition, the continued fraction spectral density yields a rate that differs from the Debye result by a factor of approximately 2.5. For the case of CO on Cu, similar consistency of the rates obtained within different models of the spectral density models was observed previously. 60 This agreement is not found, however, for the ⌬v Ն 2 transitions. For v → v − 2 and v → v −3, we find a substantial departure of the continued fraction results from the Debye model. While this suggests that, in general, the rate contributions can be quite sensitive to the spectral density used, it is important to note, Fig. 3 , that the pathway for relaxation from a given state is strongly dominated by v → v − 1 transitions up to the 15th vibrational level. Given the predominance of ⌬v = 1 processes, it may be concluded that for this system the effect of the choice of spectral density is relatively minor. Finally, we observe that with increasing quantum number beyond the 15th level, the dominance of the v → v − 1 transition declines and the contributions of ⌬v Ն 2 transitions increase. This trend can be understood as a result of our choice of a highly nonlinear coupling to the phonon bath. For levels beyond v ϳ 15, the vibrational level spacings become sufficiently small for a given order process to affect a transition to either the neighboring level or the next nearest neighbor. Energy considerations lose their predominance and the factor dominating the transition rates becomes the matrix elements in Eq. ͑14͒, which favor transitions into wave functions localized close to the surface ͑see Table I͒, hence into low vibrational states.
The results for the relaxation rate of the CO-metal stretch on all three metal surfaces considered are shown in Fig. 4 for calculations performed using the continued fraction spectral density ͑empty symbols͒ and the Debye model ͑solid symbols͒. In the case of a Pt surface, the number of phonons required to relax the CO-metal stretch exceeds our cutoff of four phonons for a surface Debye temperature of 110 K ͑Ref. 86͒, and therefore the rate within the Debye model is not included. The most striking feature in Fig. 4 is the large difference in relaxation efficiency between the Pt and the two other metals. This difference can be traced to the different magnitudes of the disparity between the Debye frequency and the CO-metal stretch frequency in the three systems. Whereas the potential well depths and vibrational frequencies of the CO-Pt and CO-Ni vibrations are comparable, the latter metal has a much larger Debye frequency, corresponding to much smaller mismatch with the stretch vibrational frequency, and is thus considerably more dissipative. Similarly, whereas the Debye frequencies of Cu and Pt are comparable, the bonding well is much shallower in the CO-Cu case, resulting in a smaller vibrational frequency and hence higher relaxation rates. A final interesting observation, Fig. 4 , is that the CO-Ni relaxation rates appear to be much more sensitive to the spectral densities used than the CO-Cu rates, amounting to an order of magnitude difference in the computed relaxation rate.
Having tested the reliability of our approach for determining the contribution to the relaxation rates due to phonon excitation, we turn to the contribution due to electron-hole pair excitation. Assuming that the underlying resonances are isolated, we can calculate the contribution from each resonance in the energy window defined by the Fermi functions. Inverse photoemission [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] and two-photon photoelectron spectroscopies [93] [94] [95] reveal that all three CO-metal systems possess a 2 ‫ء‬ resonance of 3.0-4. ‫ء‬ orbital of CO. 98 The current experimental literature suggests that the CO-Ni system does not support this resonance, 92 and to our knowledge it has not been identified for CO-Cu. Given the position and width of the transient states, the projected density of states is constructed by using these parameters in a Lorentzian form, valid for isolated resonances.
The remaining parameter in our model is the derivative of the resonance state energy with respect to the nuclear coordinate. The latter can be estimated by combining previous approximations of the rate, 53 physical considerations, and recent excited state calculations. 99 Given the energy of the 2 ‫ء‬ orbital of CO in the gas phase and the energetic position of the resonance for the adsorbed molecule with respect to vacuum, it can be seen that the resonance energy shifts by several eV upon adsorption. 88 It is reasonable to assume that the majority of this shift occurs near the metal surface, where the electronic coupling with the metal is strongest, since the interaction with the metal decays exponentially with distance. Provided these rough estimates, the derivative with respect to the nuclear coordinate would be of order of 1 to several eV/ Å, which agrees with the upper limits set by the calculations of Ref. 99 . Previous results for the vibrational lifetime of CO on Cu͑100͒, obtained within the oscillating charge transfer model, 53 assumed a value of 0.03 for the fluctuation of additional charge in the resonance, denoted ␦. Using the result of Sec. II C, an estimate of the derivative can be extracted from this value in the harmonic approximation, which agrees with our estimate of the derivative being several eV/ Å. It is important to note, Eq. ͑27͒, that the derivative of the resonance energy with respect to coordinates enters quadratically in the rate. Whereas for the purpose of our present study of the CO-metal test model these rough estimates of d⑀ r / dz are sufficient, in actual application of the model to study the phenomenon of currentdriven dynamics in molecular devices, it will be important to determine this function ab initio. This task is taken in a forthcoming publication. The electron-hole contribution to the vibrational lifetime of the three systems considered, with the derivative set to 1 eV/ Å, yields nanosecond lifetimes while increasing the derivative by a factor of 6 results in lifetimes of hundreds of picoseconds. Our results for the rate of energy relaxation of the v = 1 vibrational level of CO on Ni͑111͒, Cu͑111͒, and Pt͑111͒ are summarized in Table III . The temperature in each calculation is chosen to correspond to the experimental data available for the system concerned: 300, 100, and 100 K for the Ni͑111͒, Cu͑111͒, and Pt͑111͒ surfaces, respectively.
We conclude this section by comparing the values summarized in Table III with previous calculations and with experimental results. In the case of Ni, it is evident that coupling with phonons dominates the rate and close agreement with the experimental estimates is obtained using a Debye spectral density. The apparent quantitative level of agreement cannot be definitively attributed to the accuracy of the models used, since it is unclear how broadened the measured linewidth is by the inhomogeneity of the sample. Our finding that the phonon-induced mechanism dominates the relaxation of CO-Ni is consistent with the calculation of Ref. 41 . At the other extreme of CO adsorbed on Pt, where an entirely different mechanism is at work, we again find good agreement with experiment. In this case we find that the electron-hole pair contribution dominates, in agreement with the numerical results of Persson and Ryberg 39 and with the perhaps least inhomogenously broadened 77 of the three experimental linewidths. For CO adsorbed on Cu, previous work has shown that the individual rates of electron hole pair excitation and phonon-induced relaxation are of the same order of magnitude, 46 making comparison with experiments difficult. It seems clear that the current experimental literature pertaining to the resonances of this system does not favor the 2 ‫ء‬ resonance as participating in the relaxation process. Taken together, the results summarized in Table III substantiate our confidence in the ability of the models of Rates computed using the Debye model for the spectral density are shown as solid symbols and rates computed using the continued fraction spectral densities as empty symbols.
Secs. II B and II C to capture the essential features of vibrational relaxation of vibrational modes of surface adsorbates.
IV. CONCLUSION
Our goal in the research discussed in the previous sections has been to extend the theory of current-driven dynamics in molecular-scale electronics developed in Refs. 25 and 26 by accounting for dissipation of the current-induced molecular motions due to coupling with electrode phonons and with electron-hole pairs. To that end we first ͑Sec. II A͒ introduced a density matrix approach wherein the currentdriven dynamics is accounted for within the Schrödinger evolution, whereas coupling of the excited vibration to the electrode phonons and electron-hole pairs is treated as a dissipation. We proceeded in Secs. II B and II C to develop expressions for the rates of relaxation due to excitation of electrode phonons and to the generation of electron-hole pairs, respectively. The former borrows from the work of Ref. 59 . The latter extends the seminal work of Ref. 47 by accounting for the open system boundary conditions in description of the electronic dynamics, for anharmonicity and large amplitude motion in description of the nuclear dynamics, and for a general ͑nonlinear͒ form of their coupling. Here we rely on the machinery of the NEGF approach to compute the underlying electronic wave functions in a way that accounts for the bias voltage and the proper asymptotic behavior. Finally ͑Sec. III͒, we provided extensive tests of the rates of Secs. II B and II C through the application to several wellstudied prototypes. In a forthcoming publication we apply the approach of Sec. II A, in conjunction with the stimulated rate of Ref. 26 and the relaxation rates of Secs. II B and II C, to the study of current-driven molecular machines. Likewise of interest would be the application to the study of currentdriven surface nanochemistry in scanning tunneling microscopy environments. A third topic of growing interest, to which the model developed above could be usefully applied, is the prediction of heating and of current-induced failure of molecular junctions. Finally, the present approach can be extended to allow for excitation of the vibrational dynamics by coherent, time-resolved light, with a host of new questions for theoretical research and potential applications in spectroscopy and control. This and other avenues will be the topics of future research.
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APPENDIX: A LIOUVILLE SPACE DERIVATION OF REDFIELD THEORY
In this appendix we derive the form of the dissipative operator D in Eq. ͑4͒ along with the implied approximations. Consider Eq. ͑2͒ rewritten in the Liouville space notation,
Following the work of Sparpaglione and Mukamel, 100 we introduce a projection operator P, which acts on the complete Liouville space of the system plus bath,
where the lower-case Greek letters refer to vibrational eigenstates of H S , i.e., ͉ 1 ͘ and ͉ 2 ͘, and eq B is a density matrix describing a thermal distribution across the bath states. By transforming the Liouville expression back to Hilbert space, the action of the projector on ͉͗W͑t͒͘͘ can be determined,
where l denotes a bath state. The effect of P is therefore to perform a trace of the total statistical operator over the bath degrees of freedom while maintaining a thermal equilibrium in the bath states. By definition, the trace over the bath reduces the total statistical operator to an effective density matrix in the vibrational subspace, whose elements are denoted 1 2 ͑t͒ in accordance with Eq. ͑A3͒. By resolving the identity for the complete Liouville space into P plus its comple-TABLE III. Lifetime of the first excited vibrational level of the CO-Ni, CO-Cu, and CO-Pt stretch modes ͑picoseconds͒ due to the separate effects of phonons and of electron-hole pair excitation. For the Ni and Cu substrates the total lifetime was calculated based on contributions from the Debye model of the phonons and estimates for the electron-hole pair parameters, while for Pt the continued fraction result was used for the phonon rate.
Ni͑111͒
Cu͑111͒ Pt͑111͒ where L S-R is the Liouville superoperator constructed from H S-R . We restrict attention to the case where the initial statistical operator corresponds to the bath in equilibrium such that Q͉͗W͑0͒͘͘ = 0, and the second term of Eq. ͑A4͒ vanishes.
Of the remaining contributions in Eq. ͑A4͒, the first, PLP, corresponds to the Hamiltonian evolution of the system plus the mean field contributions from the bath interaction. The final term describes all of the higher order irreversible processes which effect the system and result in phase and energy relaxation. It should be noted that an entirely equivalent expression for this dissipative term can be written in frequency space by invoking the definition of the Liouville Green's operator G͑͒, As mentioned in Sec. II A, we make use of the Redfield theory, which relies on two approximations regarding the system-bath coupling and the timescales of the system. Assuming weak coupling between the bath and the molecule, we can replace the full propagator in Eq. ͑A4͒, which contains all order of L S-R , with the corresponding free propagator, i.e., e −iL 0 ͑t−͒ , with H S-R 1 4 = ͗ 1 ͉H S-R ͉ 4 ͘. The ⍀͑͒ functions describe fluctuations of the system-bath interaction with respect to its equilibrium value, and evaluation of the integral in Eq. ͑A7͒ requires calculation of the correlation functions ͗⍀ 1 4 ͑͒⍀ 4 3 ͘ between these fluctuations. If it is assumed that these correlations decay more rapidly than any time scale of the vibrational system, then the reduced density matrix elements may be taken as constant over the interval such that ͑t − ͒Ϸ͑t͒. This separation of timescales-the Markov approximation-erases the history of the evolution of the density matrix from the equation of motion. 61 Within the Markov approximation we obtain where the tetradic R in Eq. ͑A9͒ is referred to as the Redfield tensor and its elements are described by These results could also be obtained from Eq. ͑A5͒ by applying a similar separation. In that case the Markov limit is introduced by assuming that G͑͒ is a very slowly varying function of frequency such that it can be taken out of the integral over . 100 One can then chose to evaluate G͑͒ at different representative frequencies of the system to obtain the same Redfield tensor.
